
JavaScript
JavaScript hoisting
Coding Exercise Challenge

🚀 Elevate Your JavaScript Skills: Demystifying Hoisting!🎓
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Question: Does hoisting occur in block scopes? 5

Question: Can you access a function's variables before the function call? 5

Question: What happens when you redeclare a variable using var? 5

Question: How does hoisting affect variable scope? 6

Guide on a fundamental yet often misunderstood concept in JavaScript: Hoisting.

Perfect for both budding developers and seasoned coders!🌟

🔍 Key Insights:

● Uncover the nuances of variable and function hoisting.

● Understand the differences in hoisting between var, let, and const.

● Explore how hoisting works within different scopes and with function

expressions.
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● Dive into the concept of the Temporal Dead Zone (TDZ).

💡 Hoisting can be tricky, but mastering it can save you from common pitfalls and

bugs in your code. I've included a variety of examples and explanations to make

learning this concept a breeze.

📘 These insights are not just theoretical - they're packed with practical code

snippets and detailed explanations to enhance your understanding and

application of JavaScript.

Question: What is hoisting in JavaScript?
Answer: Hoisting is JavaScript's default behavior of moving declarations to the top

of their scope before code execution.

Explanation: In JavaScript, variables and function declarations are moved to the

top of their containing scope during the compile phase, which means they can be

used before they are actually declared in the code.

Code:

console.log(num); // Outputs: undefined

var num;

num = 6;

Question: Are variable initializations also hoisted?
Answer: No, only the declarations are hoisted, not the initializations.

Explanation: If a variable is declared and initialized after using it, the value will be

undefined.
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Code:

console.log(num); // Outputs: undefined

var num = 6;

Question: How does hoisting work with function
declarations?
Answer: Function declarations are hoisted completely, including the function

body.

Explanation: You can call functions before they are declared in the code because

of hoisting.

Code:

hello(); // Outputs: "Hello world!"

function hello() {

console.log("Hello world!");

}

Question: What about hoisting of function expressions?
Answer: Function expressions are not hoisted.

Explanation: Since function expressions are not hoisted, they cannot be called

before they are defined.

Code:

console.log(hello); // Outputs: undefined

var hello = function() {

console.log("Hello world!");
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};

Question: How does hoisting work with let and const?
Answer: Variables declared with let and const are hoisted but not initialized.

Explanation: Accessing a let or const variable before its declaration results in a

ReferenceError.

Code:

console.log(num); // ReferenceError: num is not defined

let num = 6;

Question: What is the Temporal Dead Zone in JavaScript?
Answer: It's the time from entering the scope until the declaration where the

variable is in a 'dead zone'.

Explanation: During the TDZ, accessing a variable before it is declared results in a

ReferenceError.

Code:

// num is in TDZ here

console.log(num); // ReferenceError: num is not defined

let num = 6;

Question: Does hoisting occur in block scopes?
Answer: Yes, hoisting occurs in block scopes ({}) for let and const.
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Explanation: Even in block scopes, let and const declarations are hoisted to the

top of the block, but not initialized.

Code:

{

console.log(num); // ReferenceError: num is not defined

let num = 6;

}

Question: Can you access a function's variables before
the function call?
Answer: No, the function's variables are hoisted to the top of the function scope.

Explanation: Variables inside a function are in scope only after the function call.

Code:

function test() {

console.log(num); // Outputs: undefined

var num = 6;

}

test();

Question: What happens when you redeclare a variable
using var?
Answer: Redeclaring a variable with var will not cause an error.

Explanation: If you redeclare a variable with var, it's ignored because the variable

is already hoisted.
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Code:

var num = 5;

var num; // No error, and num is still 5

console.log(num); // Outputs: 5

Question: How does hoisting affect variable scope?
Answer: Variables are hoisted to the top of their scope, which can be either global

or function scope.

Explanation: This can lead to unexpected results if variables are used before their

actual declaration within the scope.

Code:

if (true) {

console.log(num); // Outputs: undefined

var num = 6;

}

console.log(num); // Outputs: 6, as var is hoisted to the function/global scope

These questions and answers provide an overview of the intricacies of hoisting in

JavaScript and illustrate common scenarios and edge cases that developers may

encounter.
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